How do you treat the symptoms of vein disease?
There are several options to help treat the symptoms of vein disease. A popular, non-invasive method for treating painful symptoms and stopping the progression of vein disease is compression therapy using graduated compression hosiery.

What is graduated compression hosiery?
Compression hosiery gently but firmly squeezes your legs and supports the weakened vein walls. Compression hosiery prescribed to treat vein disease should be graduated, with the greatest pressure at the ankle and diminishing pressure as the stocking goes up over the calf or thigh.

My friend wears T.E.D.™ stockings. Is that graduated compression hosiery?
No. Even though T.E.D.™ stockings, or anti-embolism stockings, do apply mild compression, that compression is uniform throughout the stocking. T.E.D.™ stockings are typically open-toed and generally worn by non-ambulatory individuals as a treatment for blood clots, not vein disease.
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**Does Home Care Medical have T.E.D.™ stockings and graduated compression hosiery?**
Yes. Home Care Medical carries T.E.D.™ stockings and a variety of compression hosiery and garments from several major manufacturers. Some of these products require fittings performed by a certified compression garment fitter.

**Does Home Care Medical have a certified compression garment fitter?**
Yes. Home Care Medical is proud to offer several certified compression garment fitters to serve your needs. Rest assured, they will provide a comprehensive assessment, an accurate fitting and select the most appropriate product for the patient.

**Do I need an appointment and / or a prescription for graduated compression hosiery?**
To ensure the proper treatment and fit, or if insurance is to be billed, a prescription and an appointment with one of Home Care Medical’s certified fitters are required for certain braces and supports, compression garments and footwear.

While a prescription is required for certain styles and compressions of hosiery garments – there is still a wide selection of products that can be purchased without a prescription. For insurance to be billed, a prescription is required. Assessments and fittings are provided at no charge when performed at Home Care Medical. When medically necessary and applicable, Home Care Medical submits product claims to:
- Medicare
- Medicaid
- Private insurance

We suggest calling ahead to find out if an appointment is necessary. To schedule an appointment with one of our certified fitters, please call our Milwaukee, Sheboygan or West Bend Retail stores.
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**What are some of the compression garments and hosiery available from Home Care Medical?**

**SIGVARIS**
- Ready-to-wear graduated compression socks and hosiery 8-50mmHg

**JOBST**
- 8-15mmHg supportwear
- 15-50mmHg ready-to-wear line of medical stockings in standard and petite lengths
- Custom seamed garments
- Custom Elvarex garments
- Custom and ready-to-wear 20-40mmHg sleeves, gloves and gauntlets
- Men’s knee high stockings

**MEDIVEN**
- Custom garments
- 15-50mmHg ready-to-wear line of Stockings in standard and petite lengths
- Custom/ready-to-wear 20-40mmHg sleeves, gloves and gauntlets

**SOLARIS**
- Ready wraps, tribute garments, swell spots

**CIRCAID**
- Juxta lite & Juxta fit garments

**BARTON-CAREY**
- Custom burn garments

**KENDALL**
- Knee high, open toe, white T.E.D.™ stockings
- Thigh high, open toe, white T.E.D.™ stockings

**DR COMFORT**
- Diabetic socks

**RELATED PRODUCTS**
- Donning Devices
- Donning Gloves (for ease in putting hosiery on)
- Jolastic Cleaner (for washing compression garments)
- It Stays (adhesive roll-on for compression garments)